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Historical Notes About the
Danish American Fellowship
of Minnesota
by CAROLINE OLSEN
Before the Fellowship
This is the story of the Danish American Fellowship of
the Twin Cities. But before its founding in 1948 there were
many separate Danish organizations and events that led to
the founding of the Fellowship, a co-ordinating organization
that united many groups. Wherever there have been settlements of Danish immigrants there have been Danish social
organizations, not always in harmony with one another.
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Dania Hall
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In Minneapolis there was a benevolent lodge named
Society Dania, organized in 1875. In its_heyday, 1886, the
lodge built a four story building at 5th Street and Cedar
Avenue. It had a theater hall that could seat 600. This
building was the center of much Scandinavian activity and
the presentation of Danish plays until about 1930. By that
time the lodge had dwindled in size and the building became
a financial burden. It was sold in 1963 and was placed on the
National Registry of Historic Places.
Another lodge is the Danish Brotherhood, lodge #45,
which was founded in 1891. It is a member of the national
organization and is active today.
Two Danish churches existed in Minneapolis, St. Peder's
Evangelical Lutheran, established in 1888, and Immanuel
Lutheran, founded in 1896. The latter was of the Inner
Mission faith. This church was dissolved in the early 1960s
but St. Peder's still exists, with many Danish members.
In 1905 a rebel group of young people started their own
society which they called "1905," and which existed for
about 30 years in competition with the Young People's
Society which was connected with St. Peder's church.
Near the end of World War I (1918) Martin Nelson, a
benevolent, well-to-do Dane of south Minneapolis, saw the
need for a home, club, or gathering place for young people
who came to the Twin Cities to work or attend college. He
raised enough funds to buy a big mansion (built in 1889) at
3620 E. 42nd Street.

3620 E. 42nd Street
Danish Young Peoples' Home, about 1923
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It became the Danish Young People's Home. It was a room
and board house for about twenty young people, but it was
much more than that to many others. Housemaids came there
on their Thursdays and Sundays off, groups met there for
sing-alongs, parties, plays and entertainment, and the tennis
court was popular. Many immigrants of the early '20s met
their future spouses there.
In 1924 Danebo retirement home was established and has
been supported by a cross section of all Danes in the Twin
Cities.
For many years during the early part of this century there
was an organization known as the Central Komite. Most of
its activity was connected with Dania Hall. It sponsored five
huge June festivals at the State Fair Grounds, from 1926 to
1930. The program booklets note full packed days beginning
with Danish church service in the forenoon, afternoon
programs with distinguished speakers, two bands, soccer
game, children's playground and races. After supper in a
Danish restaurant there would be a parade with horse drawn
floats, a Danish play, the evening ending with a ball.
The Central Komite also took charge of the many events
connected with the visit of Crown Prince Frederik and
Princess Ingrid in 1939.
But the Central Komite had faded away before the Flensted-Jensen gym teams came along in 1947 needing sponsorship and promotion, so a large volunteer committee took on
the responsibility. It was evident that a co-ordinating
organization was needed to unite all Danish groups and
individuals who did not belong to any groups.
Danish American Fellowship Organized
L. Byron Olsen talked to several friends about this and a
meeting was held at Oluf Juhl's home in January 1948 to lay
plans for such an organization. Andrew N. Johnson, Danish
vice-consul, did the legal work, and on March 31, 1948 the
Articles of Incorporation were filed.
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The first Board of Directors was:
L. Byron Olsen
Rudolph Pedersen Hazel Nielsen
Ingeborg Svendsen Christian Kurup
Knud Nielsen
Clyde Jorgensen
Andrew N. Johnson Dr. Ejvind Fenger
Paul Steenberg, Sr. Knud Fargeman
N. H. Debel
Olaf Juhl
Rev. Ottar Jorgensen Robert Aagaard
The first membership meeting was held at the 4th N. W.
Bank on Cedar Avenue, in May, 1948 at which Byron Olsen
was elected president. From 1948 to 1966 (18 years) the
Fellowship existed without a "home." Meetings were held
here and there, such as Danebo Home, Dania Hall, 4th N. W.
Bank, Seeing Eye Hall, with Board meetings in various
homes. Even so, the Fellowship sponsored or promoted a
number of events that could not have been done by any
small group.
Membership dues were $2 per year, but no one was fussy
about whether the people on the mailing list had paid dues or
not. The traditional "Grundlovsfest" (Constitution Day, 5th
of June) was usually a banquet at Interlachen Country Club
of which the president at that time Clyde Jorgensen was a
member. The 1953 minutes of the Board meeting mentions
the cost of the dinner, program, and dance to be $3.50. How
times have changed!
Danish Day
It was in 1960 that a committee headed by Peter Johansen
decided to have a big outdoor festival at Wabun Park where
everybody could come, not just the "rich" Danes who could
afford the country club banquet. An outdoor picnic was
more in keeping with the Danish way of celebrating Grundlovsfest.
Besides, the Swedes, Germans, Norwegians all had their
"days," so why not a Danish Day? The Danish American
Fellowship would lend its name as sponsor, but the Board
would not take on financial responsibility, so the committee
paid the park fees, cost of buttons, and other expenses out of
their pockets. It was a gamble that paid off.
This annual Danish Day was held at Wabun Park for 28
years, sometimes with over 1500 in attendance. For the past
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four years this celebration has been held at other county
parks.
Danish Young People's Home Offered to the Fellowship
By the 1960s the Danish Young People's Home was no
longer playing an important part in the Danish community.
There was no longer a need for this type of ethnic club for
Young Danes, so by the mid-'60s it was just barely hanging
on.
In December, 1965, there was a combined meeting of the
boards of the Fellowship and the Danish Young People's
Society. Hermod Strandskov, treasurer of the Young
People's Society disclosed the fact that it was dissolving and
offered the building and its contents to the Danish American
Fellowship for a very small sum of money. Their bylaws had
definite limits on what could be done with funds upon
dissolution, so for $3000, the Fellowship acquired a big old
mansion, completely furnished.
The deed was turned over to President Rolf Kirkegaard
on February 19, 1966. The Board members that year (1966)
were: Rolf Kirkegaard, President,
Gunther Dierssen
Walter Larsen
Dagmar Petersen
Edna Hansen
Ingrid Miller
Ingrid Pristed
Folmer Strandskov
Jens Hoj
Bob Nielsen
Knud Zachariasen
Vagn Jensen
Caroline Olsen
Kenneth Krantz
Kris Pedersen
New Life in the Fellowship
This was an exciting milepost for the D.A.F. which had
never had a headquarters. Suddenly there were new possibilities, plans, incentives. It could keep operating as a
rooming house and use the spacious living rooms for meetings and all sorts of activities.
Fellowship members were invited to an "Open House" on
May 16th, 1966, and by August there were plans for an IceCream Social. There was news of a new matron coming to
the "Danish American House," and appeals for volunteer
work on the building. So the secretary of the Board decided
there was too much news for a simple letter and put together
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the first Newsletter which was mailed to 415 members. It was
an instant success and has been published ever since - 24
years.
The Board of Directors took over the ownership of the
deteriorating old mansion that had seen better days, with
enthusiasm and high hopes. Rolf Kirkegaard said at the first
membership meeting in the newly acquired quarters, " ... the
Fellowship hopes to make it into something more than a
rooming house. We have an opportunity to preserve some of
our Danish heritage in this center."
Problems
Little did they realize how many and what sort of problems would come with their "white elephant." For the next
three or four years the Board minutes showed a succession of
difficulties and set-backs. There was a constant tum-over of
matrons who had the job of keeping the home running and
cooking for about 15 roomers, none of whom were Danish.
The roof leaked and had to be repaired. The antique
plumbing was always getting out of order. A new furnace
had to be installed. Ceilings had to be replastered, rooms had
to be redecorated, closets that had never seen a paint brush had
to be cleaned. Some of the roomers were always behind with
their rent. There was trouble with stealing, and on and on.
A couple of stories will illustrate the variety and
complexity of problems. Marge Steenberg and Caroline
Olsen arrived at the house one morning all set for a day's
work of scrubbing or painting, when they were met by a
pale-faced Annette Jensen, the matron who had recently
came from Tyler to take on this new job. "I quit!" she said. "I
don't want to be the guardian or chaperone for some of the
people who live here!"
When asked what happened Annette told us that one of
the girls (the place was co-ed) had not felt well and had not
been down to dinner in the evening. The next morning, our
motherly matron, took a tray up to the girl's room and
found a boy friend in bed with her. That was too much for
proper Annette fresh from a country town. The girl was
told to be moved out by evening. Two other girls moved out
also.
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Another time the matron happened to see a couple
sneaking down the fire escape past her window and found
that it was one of the boys escorting his girl friend out early
in the morning.
Unrecorded Hours of Volunteer Work
Many hours of volunteer work went into the restoration
of the building. Gerda Andersen, Marge Steenberg, Caroline
Olsen and others scrubbed, painted, and papered the rooms.
Hermod Strandskov got special deals on wallpaper. There
was a decorating committee that made drapes, curtains,
and bedspreads. Furniture and carpeting was donated by
members. Volunteer carpenters installed needed cabinets.
Once when a room was about to be redecorated (whenever a room was vacant, a committee tackled the redecorating), committee members went into the spacious attic for a
piece of carpeting that was stored there, only to find that it
was missing. Then it was discovered that some other items
were also missing, such as a new vacuum cleaner, some
blankets, a mirror, etc. Well! That called for some detective
work. The most likely suspect was Ricky, a handsome
student at Brown Institute. He had recently married and
moved out, but where?
We eventually got an address, but what excuse could we
use for making a call to see if the missing things were there?
Marge and Caroline made a list of all the items lost and drew
up a very legal sounding document of accusation. Marge
went in first, pretending to make a sort of social worker call.
When Caroline came, they saw the carpeting on the floor,
the mirror, lamps, pictures, even the ironing board and
clothes basket, all from the Danish American House.
We scared the young couple by emphasizing the seriousness of their crime. It was not just a misdemeanor but grand
larceny. We would be lenient and not prosecute if they
would have everything back at 3620 E. 42nd Street by 8
o'clock that evening.
Nothing happened at 8 o'clock, so we turned out the
lights. Soon someone came in the front door and two men
carried a roll of carpeting up the stairs. After a few more
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trips everything was back where it belonged. Caroline's
lawyer husband said we had no right to enter a home as we
did without a search warrant, but we did it and we got
results.
Dania Creates Club Room
Society Dania having sold Dania Hall, was glad to have
some place to call their headquarters and offered to finish a
room in the basement. They made a nice pine paneled recreation room which was used for their meetings. The stipulation
was that they should be repaid if the building was sold.
Meanwhile the membership of the Fellowship increased,
and enthusiasm stayed high. Danish Days continued to be
very successful. The Fellowship began sponsoring flights to
Denmark. The membership dues were raised to $4, with $3
for renewals.
Keeping a matron to manage the home continued to be a
headache. Once when the matron was sick, volunteers had
to cook the meals for over a week. One matron didn't last
long when it was discovered that she was a hopeless
alcoholic. Ione Hoffman was a young mother who with her
husband and two children took over. By March 1988 it was
decided to stop serving meals, and Ione could live there with
her family, rent free and no salary.
New Building Ideas
After only a year and a half, the Board began to consider
all sorts of plans for remodeling the building or securing
another building. They thought of making two apartments
on the second floor. They thought of razing the building and
building a new 12 unit apartment building with meeting
rooms on the first floor. Glen Olsen and Vagn Jensen even
succeeded in getting the area razed to allow for such a
building. Vagn got signatures from all the neighbors and
Glen made the necessary appeals in the city court house.
Found -4200Cedar
In January 1970, the building at 42nd Street and Cedar
Avenue, a former dance studio, entered the picture. Vagn
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Jensen found that it was for sale, and the Board members
looked it over on January 17, 1970. The location was good,
it had a nice hall, two rental apartments, and office rental
space. It seemed to be the answer! The building could be held
for $200 a month while considering the deal.
Bob Nielsen, Vagn Jensen, Glen Olsen, and Gunther
Dierssen were appointed a committee to try to sell the
Danish House. Vagn and Glen's work of rezoning paid off
because the property immediately had greatly increased in
value. The good news came on February 20, that a buyer
would buy the place for $40,000, and the Fellowship could
dispose of the contents as they liked.

,
ffen

Knud Nielsen surveys the dismantling of the old Young People's
Home, May 1970.

The end of the Danish American House
3620E. 42nd Street, June 1970
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The Big Move
A big yard sale was held on May 8 and 9 in which beds,
tables, staircases, brass hardware, blankets, etc. was sold.
Ten stained glass windows brought fancy prices, and many
people bought brass hardware to be kept as souvenirs. The
sale netted two or three thousand dollars, and wreckers
moved in soon after. An apartment building now stands at
3620 E. 42nd Street.
On May 13, the first board meeting was held in the new
building, with Gunther Dierssen as president. This was the
beginning of his long term - nine years - during which he
guided the Fellowship through some exciting years of
growth.
On May 27th the membership was invited to an "Open
House" membership meeting. A resolution was passed to
purchase the building for $85,000 at 9% interest with a 20
year mortgage. There were 100 votes in favor and 2
opposed.

The Danish Center, 1971
42nd Street and Cedar A venue

Denmark Flights Helps Membership
The 1970s saw much activity in the new Center. The
membership grew from about 400 to a high point of over
1000 in 1973, staying in the 800-900 range until the beginning
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of the '80s. Besides the interest and enthusiasm generated by
the renewed vigor of the Fellowship, another factor can be
credited for the increase in membership.
Knud Zachariasen had begun promoting flights to Denmark in the late '60s. Vagn Jensen made some very favorable
connections with Tjrerreborg tour company of Denmark. In
1971 two Tjrerreborg flights were filled with 35 on the
waiting list. In 1972 the Fellowship sponsored three flights
with 400 passengers at a cost of about $225 for the round
trip. In 1975 there was even an affiliate D.A.F. organization
in Denmark which sent 100 Danes to this country while 177
U.S. members traveled to Denmark. Margrethe Brown
became flight chairman in 1972 and has arranged flights until
this past year.
New Kind of Problems
Owning the new building was not all "fun and games,"
the Board soon discovered. There was an $8000 tax bite for
capital gains on the sale of the 3620 E. 42nd Street building.
A kitchen had to be installed, which was done in the basement next to the Club Room. The present kitchen on the
main floor came . years later when the doctor's office suite
was vacated. The downstairs meeting room had been
flooded and the floor had to be relaid with carpeting, and
two doors installed. Furniture, chairs and tables were needed
for the main hall.
A fund drive committee went to work. Everyone was
encouraged to "buy a brick for the Center" and names of
donors were recorded on the big plywood "brick" wall in the
entrance hall. Many life members added to the funds at that
time. The women's club, Virkelyst, has been a faithful
contributor every year for these twenty years.
Bingo games were started in 1973 as a means of making
money. This turned out to be a successful and steady
venture, netting several thousand dollars per year. lngeman
Pedersen was chairman and manager of the Bingo operation
for several years.
The main hall remained bare and unadorned until 1974
when it was decided that it should be redecorated and given
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some character. Svend and Gunnar Petersen undertook the
job and made a warm and cozy hall with new flooring and
half-timbering on the walls. The new kitchen on the main
floor was installed in the fall of 1976 and added much to the
usefulness of the main hall. At that time two washrooms
were also added to the main floor.
Affiliate Organizations
One of the original aims of the founders of the Fellowship
was to unite all the separate Danish groups under one
umbrella. This aim has been accomplished by means of
affiliate organizations.
Each of these affiliates has its own history, purpose, or
reason for being, and memberships overlap. But all work
together on big ethnic projects and maintaining the Danish
Center which serves as headquarters and meeting place for
the several affiliate groups.
Already mentioned is Society Dania. Another lodge is
the Danish Brotherhood Lodge #45. Both of these lodges
meet regularly at the Center.
Another affiliate was the aging "L~sekreds" or Reading
Circle. This group was organized in 1928, most of the members being immigrants who wanted to keep in touch with
Danish literature. From Denmark they ordered books that
were passed around in the circle. When a group of books
had been around the Circle, an auction was held at which
individuals could buy their favorite books, and a fund was
created for a new supply. This group had been meeting in
private homes since 1928 and in the '70s they were happy to
have the Danish Center for their gatherings. Their lectures,
discussions, song evenings gradually became known as Folk
Evenings.
Virkelyst is a Danish women's club which has an interesting history. It started in 1938 with a coffee party of 15
friends who met at Karen Muller's. They decided to meet
regularly and work with a purpose to help charity projects.
The club has grown through the years (now 53 years old)
and now includes daughters and daughters-in-law of the
original founders. They meet at the Center where they also
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hold their rummage sales and gift sales. Every year they
donate thousands of dollars to charities such as Crisis
Nursery, Cancer Hospice, Shelter for Battered Women, as
well as substantial help to Skovs0en, D. A. Fellowship,
and Danebo Horne. Virkelyst has been a very supportive
affiliate of the Fellowship during all 20 years of existence in
the Center.
In 1974 a new club was founded that has carried on to
this day - R0dsp~tte Klubben. It all came about because
Vagn Jensen thought the Norwegians needn't have all the fun
with their many "Torske Clubs." Danes have a favorite fish
that they consider better than Torsk, so a club was started.
Since the Center did not have an adequate kitchen in 1974
they met at the German Volksfesthaus in St. Paul, where
they have met ever since. The club is an affiliate of D.A.F.
The Dannebrog Folk Dancers, Genealogy Study Group,
Danebo Horne Association, Skovs0en Association, are all
affiliate members of the Danish American Fellowship and
enjoy the privilege of using the Newsletter for publicizing
their events.
Social Life at the Center

The 70s saw a great deal of activity of a social nature.
The first children's Christmas party held at the new Center in
1970 had a record attendance of 240 children and adults.
Large family Christmas parties had been held in previous
years at various fire stations and halls.
The annual adult Christmas party was held at the Center
for a few years, even though there was not a proper kitchen.
The Board minutes tell us that the 1972 party cost $5.50 per
person. By 1974 the Christmas dinner party was held at
Radisson Hotel South. After 1974 the adult party was held at
places such as Edina Country Club, Interlachen, the Minneapolis Athletic Club, etc. Our Center was too small for these
parties.
There have been many Fastelavns parties at the Center,
some years having two. One might be sponsored by
Virkelyst and another by Society Dania. There were
Andespil parties in November, until 1979. These were Bingo ·
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parties conducted according to Danish tradition. Instead of
money prizes, winners received frozen ducks, turkeys, and
other foods.
In 1972 something new and very Danish was added - et
Stort Koldt Bord banquet directed by Grethe Petersen. It
was a great success and has been carried on for many years.
The original cost was $5 and all the work was done by
volunteers.
The Song Evenings of that time were often in January or
other months, but in the 80s became a traditional Christmas
Sangaften in which Rita Juhl leads the singing of both Danish
and English songs.
A social and cultural event was held at least four times
between 1971 and 1977 - an Arts and Crafts Show. Some of
our Danish artists who displayed their work were: Henning
Jensen, Roger Nielsen, Minnie Jepsen, Henny Caspersen, and
Frede Salomonsen. Many fine crafts and embroidery were
also shown. There was never any admission charge for these
events.
Classes at the Center
The move to the Cedar A venue building in 1970 gave
impetus to several classes that could help perpetuate our
Danish culture. Some of the first were gym classes taught by
Kristian Thusholt and Grethe Petersen. Danish language
classes became popular when many folks were taking
advantage of the Copenhagen flights. These classes have
been taught by Gunther Dierssen, Knud Zachariasen,
William Bomash, and David Perry.
In 1979 an ambitious education committee chaired by
Karen Muller introduced many new classes of an ethnic
nature. There were one-night classes in Kransekage making,
Julepynt, napkin folding, marzipan candy making. There
were series of lessons in Danish cooking, whittling, costume
making.
A couple of classes begun at this time have refused to
quit. One was Danish embroidery started by Lili Nielsen
assisted by Karen Muller. After the series was over some of
the students came to Karen's home for help with their
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projects. Ten years later, from 12 to 20 "students" are still
coming to Karen's home once a month to embroider and
visit.
A genealogy course was offered with lectures by people
from the Historical Society and genealogical organizations.
The students became so interested in researching their family
trees that they kept coming and have now become an
affiliate organization of the Fellowship. The first leaders
were Barb Heenan and Ramona Christensen.
In 1979 Inge Nathan taught the first of a very popular
series of "Sm0rrebn11d" making. The eight week course
would end with a graduation night with certificate awarding
and a jolly good time.
Many Danish American children have learned some folk
dancing at the Danish Center. Teachers have been Sonja
Walker, Carol Peterson, and Tove Dierssen. These teachers
have always brought more than just dancing to the kids stories, traditions, information about Denmark, etc.
Ethnic Events
Besides the annual Festival of Nations there are many
cultural events in which the Fellowship gets involved. We
like to take our place with other nationalities to show our
heritage.
The Festival of Nations is a huge ethnic celebration that
takes place in the Civic Center of St. Paul every spring. It
involves thousands of participants from many nationalities.
The Danes have taken part since the beginning, in 1932, with
a folk dancing addition to the program, and a food booth
and a cultural exhibit booth. The food booth is a replica of
Hans Christian Andersen's home, from which Danish volunteers sell thousands of cEbleskiver and pastry during the three
days of the festival. The Danish participation formerly
depended on a spontaneous committee, but now the Fellowship considers it one of its ethnic cultural roles to set such a
committee in motion every year.
In 1968 when we were still in the old Danish House, we
hosted and promoted the Aarhus Pigegard. Another
Flensted-Jensen gym team was here in 1971. And the 0stjysk
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folk dancers came in 1976.
In 1979 there was a big Danish Food Festival in Minneapolis that involved the Fellowship members. Consul
General Dyrlund was here to help promote it.
In 1980 there was a Scandinavian Holiday at Radisson
South, and the next month the Helsing0r Band came to
town. The D.A.F. helped arrange their appearances at the
Crystal Court, etc.
1981 was the big year of Scandinavia Today. One whole
block of Nicollet Avenue was a Danish Tivoli, created with
much work by the Fellowship. Among the visiting royalty,
Prince Georg came from Denmark.
Another Scandinanvian Food Festival and Craft Show
was held at Radisson South in 1986. The same year there was
a big Cedar-Riverside Festival. Dania Hall received special
attention as a historic building.
JO Years of Danish Days
During all of these 30 years, Danish Day has been a highlight of the year. It being an outdoor celebration the committee in charge always studies weather reports for the first
Sunday in June with great interest. There have been cool
days, hot days, windy days, but only in 1990 was Danish
Day completely rained out, when the participants had to
crowd into the Danish Center.
The rental fee for Wabun Park in south Minneapolis was
originally $50 and gradually rose to $175, with other fees
and rules added by the Minneapolis Park Board. These
conditions led to the decision to change the location for the
festival in 1988. Each year a red and white Danish Day
button is created and sold as the admission ticket. The
original price of $1 can no longer cover the expenses.
The program until just the past four years always began
with an outdoor Danish church service. The afternoon program always features a prominent speaker, often the Consul
General from Chicago. The 1980 Danish Day broke all
records with an attendance of over 2000. That year we were
entertained by 30 members of the Jernbane Orchestra from
Denmark. The Dannebrog Folk Dancers always entertain.
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At the first Danish Day a committee made a few sandwiches for people who did not care to bring their own picnic
basket. Soon the Danish open-face sandwiches became so
popular that they are a taken-for-granted part of Danish
Day.
The Dannebrog Folk Dancers
There seems to always have been a Danish folk dance
group. From the thirties to the fifties it was led by Peter E.
Olsen who played an important part in the early Festival of
Nations in St. Paul. As a matter of fact, there has never been
a Festival of Nations without a Danish group on the
program.
During the 1960s, after Peter Olsen's death there was no
organized folk dance group. Whenever a Festival of Nations
was coming up, someone would call together some dancers
who would practice a few numbers for the program.
Dorothy Wesson had been with a Peter Olsen group and
soon became the leader. An interesting addition to the
Danish group was Luis Torres, who was from Puerto Rico
and whose hobby-interest was Scandinavian folklore. He
had been in Denmark and had learned a great deal about
costumes and folk music.
At this time the group practiced in the social room of St.
Peder's church and later they were allowed to use the basement of a Catholic church in Prospect Park. They were
happy to finally have an ethnic headquarters after 1970 and
they adopted the name, Dannebrog Folk Dancers. They
chose Friday night for their practice sessions, and this group
has attracted many non-Danes who just happen to like Scandinavian dances.
The Dannebrog Folk Dancers are well known among
other nationality dance groups and have sponsored folk
dance workshops. They founded the Scandinavian Ball
which is held annually in some large hall. Two or three
hundred folk dancers in costume come from as far away as
Chicago for this colorful affair. The Dannebrog group has
hosted folk dance groups from Denmark and Norway and
are constantly asked to give performances throughout the
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state and neighbor states.
Two special characteristics of the dance group can be
traced back to Dorothy Wesson and Luis Torres. Dorothy
insisted on good, authentic costumes and sewed many of
them herself. Luis Torres did much to research the music and
steps of the old folk dances.
Besides Wesson and Torres, leaders have been Glen and
Martha Olsen, Carol Peterson, and at present a committee
takes care of rehearsals, programming, contacts with other
dance groups, costumes, etc.
The Fellowship is proud of this excellent affiliate group
and the Danish image it gives to the public.

D. A. F. Promotes Skovs0en
'The general purpose of this organization (the Fellowship) shall be to develop, encourage, co-ordinate and
sponsor charitable, educational, and cultural activities
incident to the preservation of Danish culture ... " Thus
reads the statement of purpose of the Danish American
Fellowship. One project which exemplifies this purpose is
Skovs0en Language Village.
Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota, started a
German language camp for children in 1961. Since then
camping programs have been added for 8 to 18 year olds in
Chinese, Finnish, French, Norwegian, Russian, Spanish and
Swedish. The Danish camp is one of the newest. They are
called villages because they are so much more than the usual
camps. Each of the villages has a name which means "lake in
the woods;" German is Waldsee; French, Lac du Bois;
Swedish, Sjolunden; and the Danish, Skovs0en.
In 1981 the Lutheran Brotherhood offered $8000 to start a
Danish language camp. A support organization was formed
through the efforts of Helge Thomsen, Harald Jensen, and
Anelise Sawkins. A year went by with many people working
to promote, create a curriculum, locate counselors and
teachers, and set up the first program. The first camp was
held in August 1982 with William Bomash as "dean" and 35
children enrolled.
All of the villages reflect the characteristics and lifestyles
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and use the language of the countries they represent. When a
child enrolls he first gets a "passport" to the country he will
visit. He is given a new name typical of the country. Danish
kids become Carsten, Kaj, Svend, or Lisa, Karen, or Grethe.
He gets his American spending money changed to real
Danish currency. Peter Porta came home from Denmark one
summer with a sack full of Danish coins which are still used
every summer in the village. The children can spend the
money in the gift shop that is stocked with small imported
items.
The children learned some history and traditions by
acting out events. They have had "Sankte Hans" bonfires,
Christmas traditions in August, and one year they concentrated on Vikings, learning a great deal about this ancient
history and its part of our Danish background. In 1990 high
school language credit was given to older students.
The 1989 Skovs0en had 89 campers who came from coast
to coast. An international organization known as "Youth for
Understanding" has provided college students from
Denmark to serve as counselors and teachers. Skovs0en is
held on Morgan Lake near Menahga, Minnesota. Paul Lund
served as Dean for several years, and Ann Kim for the past
two.
The Danish Brotherhood, Virkelyst Society, D.A.F., and
many private individuals have provided scholarship
assistance for some of the children who attend.

Administration
From 1972 to 1976, the newly created part-time job of
office secretary was held by Hilde Moeller and Berneice
Moore. Myrna Christensen took over in 1976 and managed
the office work until 1988. At that time an economy move
had volunteers doing the office work for several months
until Manja Loberg was hired to work just two days a week.
The first Directory of members was put out in 1979, and
new or revised directories have been issued every two or
three years since.
In 1978 there was a contest to design a logo for the
Fellowship. Marvin Wangen of Albert Lea was the winner.
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He designed the red, white, and blue "D-A" suggesting the
flags of the two nations, which has been used since 1978 on
the Fellowship stationery, Newsletter masthead, etc. The $25
prize given to Wangen was perhaps not as great as it should
have been for this attractive logo.
Our Antique Danish Pictures
Years ago in downtown St. Paul, under what is now the
municipal parking ramp, there was a steep set of stairs one
could climb up to Kellogg Boulevard after parking in the
open lot down below. I used to be fascinated by a pretty little
cottage perched half way up the bluff. It had a white picket
fence around it and every foot of the small terraced yard was
spilling over with flowers. It was a strange sight there in the
middle of an urban downtown, with nothing but traffic and
a steep unbeautiful bluff around it . I thought to myself "That
has to be the home of an immigrant. No American would
think of making use of a small plot of ground like that."
I did not know that it was a Danish immigrant who lived
there, and that some of his artistry would one day grace our
Danish Center.
It was in the early '70s that I was at the newly moved
International Institute doing some volunteer work. The
Institute had moved from its former headquarters where the
Civic Center now stands. The little flower bedecked cottage
had also given way to progress. Robert Hoyle, director of
the International Institute, told me he had something that
would make me "drool with envy." It was a collection of 31
stone prints of Danish peasants by the artist F. C. Lund. They
had been framed with gold leaf frames by Einar Sovad, the
Danish immigrant who lived in the cottage. Hoyle had
bought the collection at the estate sale when the owner was
forced to move.
Being interested in nationality costumes I often hinted
that the prints really belonged in our Danish Center. When
the Institute did some remodeling and redecorating, they
decided to not use them any more. To my delight, their
Board of Directors voted to donate them to the Danish
American Fellowship! This was about 1980. They now hang
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in the main hall of the Center and add a real Danish note to
the decorating.
I visited Einar Sovad to let him know his pictures were
still around and very much appreciated. He was 86 years old
in 1981 and lived in another cozy little house. His walls were
covered with photos, one of himself as a soldier in Denmark
(he was a member of the King's guard), another autographed
photo of Lauritz Melchior whom he knew personally, one of
King Christian, and many other personalities.
His yard was not as trim as the one below Kellogg
Boulevard, because he was getting rather old, but his sense
of humor was intact and we had a good visit. Sovad had
never been back to Denmark for a visit because he said there
was no point in emigrating if you felt you had to be going
"home" to visit all the time.

Unsung Heroes
During all these years many members have given countless hours of time and talent to make the Fellowship and
Center what it is. A list of some of these "unsung heroes"
who have done so much and never received a dime for their
work would require a book.
There have been unsung heroes who helped truck equipment to Danish Day, or helped make sm0rrebr0d, or sat on
committees, or baked c:Ebleskiver at the Festival of Nations,
or set up a bookkeeping system, or cleaned up after a party,
or planted flowers out in front, or did some electrical work,
or served on the Board, or did legal work. Whatever the task
that was done, the only reward may have been the satisfaction of knowing the job was needed and appreciated.
On May 12, 1990, the Fellowship celebrated with a "burn
the mortgage" party. It was twenty years since it moved into
the building which became known as the Danish American
Center. Owning the building has been a cohesive element in
keeping our Danish identity alive.
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Presidents of the Fellowship
1948 L. Byron Olsen
1953 Clyde Jorgensen
1954 Knud Moe
1955 Paul Steenberg, Sr.
1959 Dr. Ramby Rasmussen
1962 Christian Steiner

1963
1967
1969
1978
1982
1987
1988
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Rolf Kirkegaard
Robert Nielsen
Gunther Dierssen
Anelise Sawkins
Shelly Madson
Jorgen Viltoft
Anelise Sawkins

